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Friday, September 29
George Mason at Potomac Relays
Saint Louis at Show-Me Showdown
Davidson (W) at Queens, Richmond

Saturday, September 30
Davidson (M) vs Queens

Sunday, October 1
Saint Louis at Butler Duals

Friday, October 6
George Washington at FIU Fall Classic
Massachusetts at Colgate Invitational
St. Bonaventure at Colgate Invitational
Saint Louis vs Washington (Mo.) University
Duquesne (W) at Pentathlon/Alumni Meet
Richmond (W) vs UNCW/Tennessee

Saturday, October 7
George Washington at FIU Fall Classic
Massachusetts at Colgate Invitational
St. Bonaventure at Colgate Invitational

Friday, October 13
Massachusetts at Army
St. Bonaventure (W) at Central Connecticut, Sacred Heart

Saturday, October 14
George Mason at Delaware
George Washington at Howard, Chowan
St. Bonaventure (W) at Central Connecticut, Sacred Heart

Thursday, October 19
Fordham at Marist

Friday, October 20
Davidson (M) at Richmond Duals
Davidson (W) vs Duquesne
George Mason at Richmond Duals
La Salle at Philly Relays
St. Bonaventure at Connecticut
Saint Louis at McKennedy University
George Washington (W) vs Marshall
Richmond (W) at Richmond Duals

Saturday, October 21
Davidson (M) at Richmond Duals
Davidson (W) vs George Mason
Fordham at Connecticut
George Mason at Richmond Duals
George Washington vs Boston College
La Salle at Drexel, Villanova
Duquesne (W) at Richmond
Rhode Island (W) at Maine

Sunday, October 22
Massachusetts (M) vs NJIT
Massachusetts (W) vs Vermont

Saturday, October 28
Davidson vs Georgetown
Fordham at Boston
George Mason at Atlantic 10 Duals
La Salle at Atlantic 10 Duals
St. Bonaventure at Atlantic 10 Duals
Saint Louis at Atlantic 10 Duals
Duquesne (W) at Atlantic 10 Duals
Rhode Island (W) at Springfield, Coast Guard

Sunday, October 29
George Mason at Atlantic 10 Duals
La Salle at Atlantic 10 Duals
St. Bonaventure at Atlantic 10 Duals
Saint Louis at Atlantic 10 Duals
Duquesne (W) at Atlantic 10 Duals

Friday, November 3
Saint Louis vs Lindenwood-Belleville, UALR
Rhode Island (W) vs Providence

Saturday, November 4
Davidson at George Washington
Massachusetts vs Boston University
Rhode Island (W) vs New Hampshire

Friday, November 10
Fordham at Fairfield

Saturday, November 11
La Salle vs Delaware, Rider
St. Bonaventure vs Canisius

Thursday, November 16
George Mason at Patriot Invitational
Richmond (W) at Patriot Invitational

Friday, November 17
Fordham at Bucknell Invitational
George Mason at Patriot Invitational
George Washington at Magnus Cup Invitational
La Salle at Bucknell Invitational
Massachusetts at Terrier Invitational
Massachusetts at Frank Elm Diving Invitational
Saint Louis at Northwestern Invitational
Duquesne (W) at Magnus Cup Invitational
Rhode Island (W) at The Harold Anderson Invitational
Richmond (W) at Patriot Invitational

Saturday, November 18
Fordham at Bucknell Invitational
George Mason at Patriot Invitational
George Washington at Magnus Cup Invitational
La Salle at Bucknell Invitational
Massachusetts at Terrier Invitational
Massachusetts at Frank Elm Diving Invitational
Saint Louis at Northwestern Invitational
Duquesne (W) at Magnus Cup Invitational
Rhode Island (W) at The Harold Anderson Invitational
Richmond (W) at Patriot Invitational

Sunday, November 19
Fordham at Bucknell Invitational
George Washington at Magnus Cup Invitational
La Salle at Bucknell Invitational
Massachusetts at Terrier Invitational
Saint Louis at Northwestern Invitational
Duquesne (W) at Magnus Cup Invitational

Tuesday, November 21
La Salle at Penn

Wednesday, November 29
St. Bonaventure at AT&T Winter Nationals
Saint Louis at AT&T Winter Nationals
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**Thursday, November 30**
- Davidson at Kenyon Invitational
- George Mason at AT&T Winter Nationals
- St. Bonaventure at AT&T Winter Nationals
- Saint Louis at AT&T Winter Nationals
- Rhode Island (W) at AT&T Winter Nationals

**Sunday, January 14**
- Richmond (W) at James Madison

**Monday, January 15**
- Massachusetts at Buffalo Diving Invitational

**Tuesday, January 16**
- La Salle at Loyola (MD.)

**Wednesday, December 6**
- Fordham vs Manhattan

**Sunday, December 31**
- Rhode Island (W) vs Richmond

**Friday, January 12**
- Massachusetts at Buffalo Diving Invitational
- St. Bonaventure vs Buffalo

**Saturday, January 13**
- Davidson at UNCW
- Fordham at Florida Atlantic
- George Washington at American, Georgetown
- Massachusetts at Bryant
- Massachusetts at Buffalo Diving Invitational
- St. Bonaventure vs Binghamton
- Saint Louis at UMSL
- Duquesne (W) vs Ohio, Xavier
- Rhode Island (W) at Wagner

**Thursday, January 18**
- Saint Louis vs Evansville

**Friday, January 19**
- Massachusetts at Dartmouth Invitational
- St. Bonaventure at Cornell
- Duquesne (W) at Akron

**Saturday, January 20**
- Davidson at William & Mary
- Fordham vs La Salle, Richmond
- George Mason vs Army, American University, Boston University
- George Washington vs Old Dominion
- Massachusetts at Dartmouth Invitational
- Rhode Island (W) vs Vermont

**Sunday, January 21**
- Saint Louis at Butler Duals

**Wednesday, January 24**
- Fordham vs Iona

**Friday, January 26**
- George Mason at Liberty
- George Washington at Johns Hopkins First Chance Meet
- La Salle vs Arcadia
- Duquesne (W) at Western PA Invite
- Richmond (W) vs Villanova University

**Saturday, January 27**
- Davidson vs Gardner-Webb
- Fordham at Massachusetts
- George Mason vs Virginia Military Institute
- George Washington at Johns Hopkins First Chance Meet

**Sunday, January 28**
- La Salle (M) at Penn State Diving Invite

**Wednesday, January 31**
- Rhode Island (W) vs Bryant

**Saturday, February 3**
- La Salle at Villanova Sprint Fest
- Duquesne (W) at YSU Diving Invite

**Wednesday, February 14**
- Atlantic 10 Swimming & Diving Championships

**Thursday, February 15**
- Atlantic 10 Swimming & Diving Championships

**Friday, February 16**
- Atlantic 10 Swimming & Diving Championships

**Saturday, February 17**
- Atlantic 10 Swimming & Diving Championships

**Wednesday, March 21**
- NCAA Championships

**Thursday, March 22**
- NCAA Championships

**Friday, March 23**
- NCAA Championships

**Saturday, March 24**
- NCAA Championships